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Global Light Vehicle Production Forecast
The best available source of global forecasts and  
strategic information on Light Vehicle production.



Targeted data to  
help you maximise 
your opportunities

The Global Light Vehicle Production Forecast is 
a vital tool for any component supplier, OEM or 
industry participant looking to gain an unbiased 
and unrivalled perspective on the Light Vehicle 
production industry. 

Published monthly, our forecasts provide insights 
for short-term (operational) monitoring, mid-
term (tactical) planning and long-term (strategic) 
initiatives. Looking at the current year +7, you will 
find detailed global information on a platform and 
plant level with SOP/EOP for existing and future 
programmes. 

Success requires smart thinking

Data Fields:

Region

Country

Sales group

Manufacturer

Local make

Local model

Global make

Global production model

GVW

Platform

Design lead

Design lead location

Design lead country

Vehicle plant

City

Location  

Production type

Capacity & Utilisation

Type

Regional fine segment

Global standard segment

Global size

Global bodytype 

Global status

SOP: vehicle

EOP: vehicle

Next facelift

Bodystyle

Number of doors

Additional Module:



257
BRANDS

857
PLANTS

FORECAST HORIZON

GLOBAL LV PRODUCTION

2014–2026

87,310,289
GLOBAL LV PRODUCTION

106,414,223

1,056
PLATFORMS

3,593 
MODELS

2026

2014

*Numbers correct as of January 2020

Access and interpret the data 
on Compass, our delivery and 
interactive analytics tool.

Download our services and 
visualise our data and forecasts in 
a variety of innovative ways. 

Navigating the automotive sector 
is complex, but incorporating the 
right guidance, at the right time, 
can unlock significant opportunities 
and mitigate risks. Our data is 
accompanied by:

▪  Full supporting text discussing 
the macroeconomic developments 
underlying our forecasts. 

▪  In-depth assessments of each 
major OEM, including capacity, 
strategies and prospects for 
future developments and monthly 
commentaries on the industry.

Power business 
decisions
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European Light Vehicle Sales 
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European Light Vehicle Sales Analysis 

Millions

Quarterly Commentary

Forecast Changes
From the previous issue ofthis report, we have raised our f orecast slightly for the Western European Light Vehicle

market. In particular, we have increased the marketfo recastfor the UK; while we still forecastthe marketto

contract over the 2017-2019 period, this is now less pronounced than our previous projection, with solid results

coming in for both the car market and the wider economy. Itis clear, however, that selling rates of circa 2.6 -2.7 mn

units a year for the car market cannot continue; we have seen announcements from a number of manufacturers

thatthey are increasing prices and we expectthis price creep to continue over coming months, as hedged currency

positions unwind, and competitors make incremental adjustments.

In light of OE taking a more cautious line on the longer-term growth outlook for a number of markets in Eastern

Europe, we have made some downward revisions; the long-term outlook for Turkey has been reduced, based on a

combination of changes to taxation, the economic outlook and the political backdrop in the country.

Current Situation
In 2016, Western European car registrations have made up much ofthe ground lostin the period following the

financial crisis; however, those pre-2008 levels of 14.5-15.0 mn units/year are still a little way off and we expect

further improvementthrough 2017. Again, the emphasi s will be on those markets that are some way below pre-

Great Recession volumes, notably Spain and Italy (though risks to the latter have increased following the Italian

referendum result). However, the dynamics ofthe region are setto shift as we forecast a decline in the UK market,

as its economy slows and the weakness ofthe pound impacts new car sales.

For the firsttime in many months, Russian Light Vehicle sales surprised on the upside in November, coming in

around 0.6% higher than in the same month of 2015. Light Vehicle sales topped 132k units, growing in year-ago

terms for the firsttime since December 2014. Although a year -end surge appears to be under way, as Russian

consumers look to beatthe runout of 2016 incentive scheme s, the authorities have acted to forestall such panic by

confirming thatincentives will continue in 2017.Medium- and Long-Term OutlookAtthe most recent low point ofthe market, in 2013, we saw Western Europe 4 mn units down on the 2007 level at

12.9 mn units, and we forecastthatthe 2007 level would not be reached again this decade. We are similarly

pessimistic about Eastern Europe over the nextfew years.

Access industry expertise

Our coverage extends to:



To find out how LMC Automotive  
can help your organisation contact:

forecasting@lmc-auto.com
lmc-auto.com 

Oxford  +44 1865 791737  
Detroit +1 248 817-2100   
Bangkok +662 264 2050   
Shanghai +86 21 5283 3526

For experts 
by experts


